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ABSTRACT. In traditiona l mass-balance measurements one estima tes winter snow 
accumulation by identifying the depth to the previo lls summer's snow or ice surface using 
a snow probe. This is labor-intensive and unreliable for inhomogeneous summer surfaces. 
Another method is to image internal refl ection horizons using a ground-penetrating radar 
(GPR ), which has advantages in speed and a real coverage over traditional probing. How
eve r, to obtain quantitative mass-ba lance measurements from GPR images one needs to 
convert the time scale to a depth scale, not a straightforward problem. ''''e compare a GPR 
section with di electric p rofi les and visual stratigraphy of three snow cores, manual prob
ings, and previous mass-bala nce measurements. We relate changes in snow-core dielectric 
properties to changes in density and to the travcl times of refl ecting horizons in the GPR 
section, and correlate some of these refl ecting horizons with previous summer surfaces. We 
conclude that GPR can be used as a complementa ry tool in mass-balance measurements, 
giving a wide areal survey of winter accum ulat ion and net balance for preceding years. 
H owever, proper calibration is essential for identifying spec ific surfaces in the rada r data. 

INTRODUCTION 

Each spring, glaciologists engaged in "conventional" mass
balance measurements can be found on the surface of their 
respective glaciers, snow probes in hand, thrusting into the 
previous winter's snow. Their goal is to estimate winter 
acc umul ation by identifying the depth to the previous sum
mer's snow or ice surface (0strem and Brugman, 1991). 
Among the disadvantages of manual probing, however, a re 
that it is relatively time-consuming to track an often in
homogeneous l ayel~ that it can be hard work if there a re 

any intervening ice layers, as there often are, and that the 
presence of other ice layers in the accumulation area often 
makes it difficult to distinguish the summer layer. 
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Another method is to image internal reOection horizons 
using a g round-penetrating radar (GPR ), as either an a lter
native or a complementa ry method to conventiona l manual 
probing. R adar has been used previously to determine 
accumulation rates by finding datable refl ecting horizons 
in Anta rctic firn (Forster a nd others, 1991; Weertman, 1993; 
C. Richardson and others, unpubli shed information) and 
on temperate glaciers (Holmlund and Richardson, 1995). 
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However, to obtain quantitative mass-balance measure

ments from GPR images one need s to convert the time
dependent radar return signa l to a depth-dependent strati
graphic profile, not a straightforward problem. The com
plex ity of the snow stratigraphy, the sensitivity of the 
depth- time relationship to changes in density, chemistry, 
grain-size and water content, and the possibi li ty of phase 
changes on refl ection and interference from nearby refl ect
ing horizons make such conversion difficult. 

GPR images of snowpacks a re a convolution of the input 
radar wave with the physical properti es of the snow th at 
cause echoes, such as density contrasts or changes in snow 
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Fig. 1. Location map rif Hardangeljokulen, with eleva ",m 
prqfi.le along GPR section. 
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Table I. Second coLumn: net baLance measurementsfrom tower 2. Density prqfiLe measured at tower 2 is used to convert cumuLative 
net baLance ( third coLumn) tu depths to previous summer sU1jaces (fourth coLumn). Fifth coLumn: depth to ice Lens nearest to the 
depths in column fo U1: Sixth column: two -way travel-time, based on Equation (1) and the density prrifile measured on core 1,' 
density below the bottom rif the core at 5.6 m is estimated from previous data ( Laumann, 1972) 

Summer surface: 
year 

1995 
1994-
1993 
1992 

.Net balance measured at 
tower 2 

n1 w.e. 

1.03 
091 
0.74-
2.39 

Cumulative net balance at 
tower 2 

ITI w .e. 

1.03 
1.94-
2.68 
5.08 

chemistry. The most rigorous method for interpreting a 
GPR image would be to do inverse modeling, convoluting 
the input rada r wave with different models of the di electric 
properties of the snow pack until a reasonable fit to the radar 

image was obtained. This is a non-trivial problem, and un
likely to be implemented in operational m ass-ba lance work. 

In this paper we adopt a simpler approach. We compare 
a GPR section m ade in the orn a rea of a temperate glacier 
with dielectric profi les of three snow cores, manual p robings 
to the previous season's summer surface, and previous years' 
mass-balance measurements. We assume that in the near
surface each echo is p roduced by a single refl ector, that these 
refl ectors a re ice lenses or other sharp density contrasts in 
the snowpack, that changes in snow chemistry are minor 
compared to these density changes, and tha t interference 
between closely spaced echoes is minimal. If the temper

ature of the upper rirn layers is below freezing (as is often 

the case at the end of the winter season), the effects ofliquid 
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water content on rada r wave velocity can be neglected and 
we can convert the time-dependent rada r return signal to a 
depth-dependent stratigraphic profil e using a simple travel
time relation based on the bu lk density, as determined from 
three snow cores. We test our approach by comparing vi sual 
observa tions of ice lenses and continuous permittivi ty mea
surements in snow cores to travel times of significant refl ect
ing horizons in the GPR section. We a lso compare these 
hori zons to the m anual probings and to the previous years' 
mass-balance measurements. 

GPRSECTION 

We obtained a GPR section in mid-March 1996 on part of 
the accumulation area ofHarda ngelj0kul en, Norway, (Fig. 

1). The 930 m long section (Fig. 2) runs from about 

1820 m a.s. 1. a t a stake (tower 2) used in the mass-balance 
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Fig. 2. GPR section, showing manual probing locations (vertical lines) and snow-core locations. Arrows on y axis in ( a) show the 
two-way travel timesfor the 1995, 1994, 1993 and 1992 summer surfaces predictedfrom mass-balance measurements at tower 2. 
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measurements (Haakensen, 1995) to about 1850 m a .s.l. , 
near th e summit (Fig. I). The radar used was a SIR-2 ePR 
with a 500 MHz antenna (made by eSSI, orth Salem, 
NH). Scans were taken at about 20 cm interva ls, each with 

a 100 ns time window containing 512 samples. A time-vary

ing gain function was used to amplify the signal at depth, 
but no furth er processing was perfo rm ed. The air wave is 
not removed, disturbing the first 10 ns of the return, and 
there is some horizontal banding from the internal circuitry 

of the radar. The g ray-scale for Figure 2 is g reatly com

pressed to emphasize smaller returns as well as large ones. 

The mai n feature of the measured G PR secti on (Fig. 2a 
and b ) is a series of mostly continuous, subparallel reflecting 
layers. T he laye rs climb upward toward the summit, indicat
ing an area of lower accumulation. This feature has been 
observed since m ass-balance measurements were initiated 

(La umann, 1972), and is the res ult oflocal wind patterns. 

The la rge numbers of layers a re the result of a well
known feature of snow stratig raphy on m a ritime glaciers 
like H ardangerj0kulen; there are typically several ice layers 
in a given winter's snowpack formed during periods of war
mer weather (L aumann, 1972). 

While many of the reflecting layers a re easily tracked 

across the GPR section, giving a relative idea of the accum
ulation pattern, it is impossible to assign layers to a pa rticu
lar year's summer surface without furth er information. We 
turn now to the establishment of the age- depth relation 
and the correlation of ice lenses with the refl ecting horizons 

in the GPR section. 

SNOW CORES 

COl-esT, M and S (tower, middle, summit ) were taken along 

the section at 5,345 a nd 925 m, respectively (Fig. 2). Shallow 

pits about I m deep were excavated and cores ta ken from the 
floors with a SIPRE auger. Core depths reached 5.6,5.5 and 
6.7 m below the surface. Core quality tended to de teriora te 
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Fig. 3. Density profiles for cores ] - 3. 
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at the lower depths due to an unfortunate combination of 
aged equipment and numerous ice layers. 

St ratigraphy and dens ity 

Each core pi ece was ca refu lly traced onto a piece of paper 
for estimation of the dia meter a long the co re. The location 
a nd thickness of obvious ice lenses in the snow-pit walls a nd 
in the snow cores were noted in order to establish a rough 

stratig raphy. Some of the smaller ice lenses are lost or 

damaged during the coring process, causing errors in the vi
sual stratigraphy. 

The weight, length and average diameter of each recov
ered core piece were measured to calcul a te density (Fig. 3). 
Since individ ual core pieces var y from 10 to 50 cm in length, 
the density so calculated is not fine enough to show indivi

dual ice laye rs. D ensity in the upper meter is measured 

using snow tubes in the sides of the pits a nd is reasonably 
acc urate; below a few meters depth, prog ressively poorer 
core quality makes the dens ity measurements less reliable, 
particularly for cores Sand M . '-IVe calcul ate the two-way 

travel-time vs depth relation using Robin's (1975) expression 

for dry snow with a geometrical correction for the effect of 

receiving- tra nsmitting antenna separation: 

t=~{[(1+0.85p)Vla2+4D2] - la} , (1) 

where t is the two-way travel-time, c is th e speed of an elec

tromagnetic wave in a vacuum, p is the average snow den

sity between the surface and a depth D, and la is the antenna 
separation, in this case, 18 cm . We neglect wave refract ion 
within the snowpack since density cha nges have a negligible 
effect on wave path leng th with such a sm a ll a ntenna 
separation. 

Dielectric profile 

The electrical stratigraphy of the core was measured using a 
dielectric profiler (Moore, 1993). Conductance a nd capaci
tance were measured a t 100 kHz using a 4 cm electrode 

sampled a t 2.5 mm intervals along th e core, giving values 
of snow conductivity a nd p ermittivity, respectively. While 
the radar frequency of500 MHz is considerably higher than 
the dielectric profiling frequency, it is commonly thought 
that there a re no dielectric cha nges in this frequency range 

(e.g. Glen a nd Pa ren, 1975). This is supported by compari

sons between th e 100 kHz range a nd microwave dielectric 
properties of ice (Moore and Fujita, 1993). 

In deep cores, conductivity is of greatest interest as it re
sponds to cha nges in ice chemical composition ('-IVolff and 
others, 1995). In these shallow cores, however, density con
trasts should produce the largest cha nges in dielectric impe

dance through their effect on permittivity (Glen and Paren, 
1975). 

Where core quality was good, th e measured values of 
core capacita nce a nd conductance we re converted to per
mittivity and conductivity using a simple geom etri c a ir ca
pacitance method (Moore, 1988). Where core quality was 

poor, we used core diameter data to estimate the fraction of 
ice and a ir present between the elect rodes a nd then scaled 
the measured values appropriately, co rrecting for the 
curved geometry of the electrode·. This correction algo
rithm is imperfect, however, because the core tracings are 
on ly two-dimensional, a nd three-dimensional information 
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Fig 4. LeJthand IJlot: permittivity prqfiles (black lines) and 
ice lens locations (gray lines). Arrows in (a) show depths to 
the 1995, 1994 and 1993 summer swjaces, predicted using 
mass-balance measurements from tower 2. Upper plot: 6 m 
wide strips qf GPR data, centcred on the borehole, and "wig
gle" plot Jor the average radar signal in the center rif the strip. 
Gentet plot: Lines drawnJrom ire lenses and significant IJet
mittivity peaks intersect lines drawn ji"01n the most likely re 
flecting horizon in the GPR section (crosses). See text Jor a 
more detailed explanation qf the !JTocedure. Depth vs travel
time relation calculated using Equation (1) and the density 
prqfile measured in each snow core (gm)) line) and Jar air 
and ice ( black lines). 
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would be necessary to correctly calcul ate how much ice was 
between the electrodes. 

The lefth and plots in Figure 4a- c show the permittivity 
profil es (black lines) and ice lens locations (gray lines). Core 
qualit y was best for co re T a nd worst for core M . Sections of 
co re where no useful data were obtained a re not plotted. The 
ice lenses shown a re at least I cm thick; there were a lso a few 
thinner layers, but these a re not shown. The ice lenses 
always correspond closely with pa rts of the cores having 
high permittivity, as expected. A value of permittivity of 
3.17 corresponds to the "high-frequency limiting" va lue for 
solid ice, while a value of 1 would be air. Some parts of the 
co res have permittivity values higher than 3.17, which may 

be a res ult of the algorithm converting capacitance to per

mittivity on poor-qua lity snow-core sections, but also may 
be due to the 100 kHz measuring frequency being too close 
to the main relaxation frequency of ice to have been a good 
measure of the "high-frequency limi t". In any case the differ
ences a re small. 

The upper plots in Figure 4a- c show 6 m wide st rips of 
G PR da ta centered on the borehole a t each of the core si tes, 
and a "wiggle" plot of the radar signa l averaged over the 
centermost 4 m of each strip. The center plots in Figure 4a
c show the depth vs travel-time relation calculated using 
Equation (1) and the density profile measured in each snow 

core, as well as the depth vs travel-time relation for air and 

solid ice. 
We correlate co re meas urements with GPR refl ecting 

hori zons by drawing lines from ice lenses and significant 
permit tivity peaks and connect to lines drawn downwa rd 
from the negative dip preceding the first pos itive peak of 
the most likely refl ecting horizon in the center of the GPR 
strip. Significant permit tivity peaks a re defined as consist
ing of more than th ree points with values >2.8 measured in 
core pieces that are of reasonable qua lity. The most likely 
refl ecti ng hori zon is judged from the depth vs travel-time 
relation for the respective cores. A degree of subj ectivity is 

involved in the process, and the large number of candidate 

refl ecting horizons may make it seem tha t a good match is 
a lways possible. The possibilities are no t li mitless, however, 
for the two-way travel time must be intermediate be tween 
air and ice, and the slope ofa line drawn be tween successive 
correlat ion points must not exceed the speed of light c. 

T he match points in Figure 4 a re located, for the most 
part, reasonably close to the line defined by Equation (I). In
deed, many of the thicker ice lenses a re easily associated 
with the stronge r reOecti ng horizons, even in the absence of 
a calibrated velocity relati on. Places where the correlation is 
not especially good, a t 30- 40 ns in Figure 4a for example, 

are most li kely the resul t of interference from closely spaced 
ice layers with separation distances that are comparable to 
the rada r wavelength. 

Some rcOecting horizons in the GPR section have no 
correspondi ng ice lens or permit tivity peak, a nd conversely, 
some ice lenses are associated with weak refl ecting hori zons. 

This is not completely unreasonable, for the GPR integrates 
re tu rns over a la rge a rea while the snow core is one sample 
through a stack of in homogeneously d istributed layers, and 
the pe rmittivity record is imperfect because of the poor 
quali ty. A more comprehensive study wou ld use the resu lts 
of several snow cores drill ed close by one another, some
thing that is worth considering fo r future work. 

We conclude then that ice lenses can, for the most part, 
be con'elated readil y with refl ecting horizons. But which ice 
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Fig. 5. Sounded dejJths plotted against two -way travel times to 
the 1995 summer suiface ( black circles, black diamonds), and 
the theoretical relation predicted by Equation (1) Jar the three 
snow cores (gray lines). Arrows show change in outlier jJoints 
(black diamonds) when they are plotted against two-way 
travel times to the next deepest riflecting horizon (white dia
monds), assuming that the probe broke through the 1995 
summer suiface. 

layers and refl ec ting horizons co rrespond to summer sur
face layers? Again, we need further information to answer 
that question. We turn now to the results of manual probings 
and a comparison with previous year's mass-ba lance mea
surements. 

MANUAL PROBINGS 

Conventional probings were made to last summer's snow 

surface at about 75 m intervals along the GPR section (Fig. 
2). That this was indeed the summer surface rather than an 
intermediate fall or winter icc layer, of which there were 
several, was ascertained by comparison with the winter 
snow depth measured at tower 2. 

Figure 5 shows the manually probed depths plotted 
agai nst times to the reflecting horizon most likely to con-es
pond with those layers, together with the theoretical 
relation predicted by Equation (1) for the threc snow cores. 
Mos t of the data agree well with t he theoretical relation. A 
likely explanation for the outliers is tha t they arc due to the 
snow probe going through the 'ummer su rface to the next 
deepest ice layer, a common problem with manual probing 
when the summer surface layer is of variable thickness. This 
can be demonstrated by rc-plo tting the out li er points, 
assuming that t hey co rrespond to the next deepest reflecting 
horizon in the GPR section; wi th this modification, the 
agreement between the manual probings and the radar 
layer data is excellent (Fig, 5), suggesting that these outli ers 
are indeed due to errors in the manual probing, 

MASS-BALANCE MEASUREMENTS 

'Ve use previous yea rs' net balance measurements made at 
tower 2 (H aakensen, 1995; Elvehoy, unpubli shed data ) to 
identify deeper layers in the GPR section (Table I), The cu-

Kohler and others: GPR to image jJrevious years' summer Sll1Jaces 

mulative net balance in m w.e. is converted to a snow depth 
for each summer surface (Table I), using the core T densit y 

profile. This calculation ass umes that the water equivalent 
thickness of a particular balance year does not change as 
the layer is buried progressively deeper, that is, there is no 
further gain o r loss of ice in a layer. In fact, some net refreez
ing may occur, but at Harda ngerjokul en this typicall y 
amounts to 10 cm or less (personal communication from T. 
Laumann, 1996) . 

The arrows on the lefthand side of Figure 4a show the 
predi cted summer surface depths, while the fifth column in 
Table 1 gives the depths to the nearest ice lenses. Differences 
amount to no more than 23 cm, within the limits of error for 
stake measurements to an uneven snow surface. 

The upper arrows in Figure 4a, the arrows on the left
hand side of Figure 2a and values in the final column of 
l able 1 are the travel times obtained using Equation (1) and 
the core Tdensity profile. As with the m atching of ice lenses 
to radar hori zons, there a re a number of possible horizons to 

wh ich we can co rrelate. evertheless, it is encouraging that 
the inferred travel time for the deepest layer at 86 ns is situ
ated near the refl ecting horizon that is both la rgest in ampli
tude and mos t continuous acwss the GPR section. This is 
not proof th at the 1992 summer surfaces li e at 86 ns; we sim
ply observe that the depth to this layer is consistent with that 
pred icted theoretically. 

We reiterate, however, that the correlation of reflecting 
horizons to past summer surfaces would not be possible 
without the additional mass-balance data. 

CONCLUSION 

M anual probing is time-consuming and often unreli abl e, 
Since summer surfaces are spatially inhomogeneous, one 
might miss a thin part of the summer ice layer when prob
ing, lead ing to a too deep snow-depth estimate. Comparison 
of GPR and probing data shows that thi s is almost certainly 
the case at H ardangerj0kul. Alter-natively, pwbing to sha l
lower ice laye rs formed during the autumn or winter wou ld 
give too sha llow a snow depth. GPR provides a detailed pic
ture of the snowpack, both with depth and laterally, and 
thus allows continuous tracking of hori zons. 

However, conversion of the GPR image's time scale to a 

depth scale is not stra ightforward , and independent depth 
measurements to previous summer su rfaces a re needed to 
obtain quantitative mass-balance data. GPR is an exce ll ent 
complemen t to tl-aditional methods, but cannot replace 
them without a better understanding of the physical pro
cesses that gove rn radar echoes in the near-surface, 
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